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Introduction
F? is a verification system for ML programs developed col-
laboratively by Inria and Microsoft Research. ML types are
extended with logical predicates that can conveniently ex-
press precise specifications for programs (pre- and post- con-
ditions of functions as well as stateful invariants), including
functional correctness and security properties. The F? type-
checker implements a weakest-precondition calculus [35] to
produce first-order logic formulas that are automatically dis-
charged using the Z3 SMT solver [13]. The original F? im-
plementation [31] has been successfully used to verify nearly
50,000 lines of code, including cryptographic protocol imple-
mentations [31, 6], web browser extensions [19, 35], cloud-
hosted web applications [31], and key parts of the F? compiler
itself [30]. F? has also been used for formalizing the seman-
tics of other languages, including JavaScript and a compiler
from a subset of F? to JavaScript [18] and TS?, a secure
subset of TypeScript [32]. Programs verified with F? can be
extracted to F#, OCaml, and JavaScript and then efficiently
executed and integrated into larger code bases.

While the old F? design [31] was a quite successful, it had
reached its limits in terms of expressiveness. Over the past
1.5 years, we have completely redesigned and reimplemented
F? [33], producing a new prototype tool that is open source
and cross-platform,12 and that is already surpassing old F?

both in terms of external users and size of the verified code
(about 55,000 lines). One of the main problems we aim to ad-
dress in this redesign is that the user of old F? had very few es-
cape hatches when SMT-based automation fails. In particular,

1https://www.fstar-lang.org/
2https://github.com/FStarLang/FStar

users of old F? had often no way to tell whether the property
they were trying to verify was true or not. This problem is not
specific to old F?, but general to SMT-based type-checkers
and verification systems like Liquid Haskell [38], Dafny [21],
and Why3 [16] where often users are left shooting in the dark
when verification fails, having to enter an extremely costly
debug loop of adding assertions to narrow down the prob-
lems. Instead, we want a system that combines SMT-based
automation with some of the power and expressiveness of
proof assistants like Coq [37] and Lean [14], which enable
users to prove arbitrarily complex properties manually. To
address this our F? redesign has introduced full dependent
types and tracking of effects, while isolating a core language
of pure total functions that can be used to write specifications
and proof terms. While this is a good foundation for proofs,
more research is needed before F? can effectively assist the
user in building complex proofs using a seamless combination
of automatic SMT solving and constructive manual proofs.

This document is aimed at briefly presenting various topics
from the vast F? project to which a student or young researcher
could contribute (during a research internship, MSc or PhD
thesis, PostDoc, etc). The list is not exhaustive, and if you are
interested you should get in contact and we will together try
to find a topic that is in sync with your interests and expertise.

1. completing the design of F?’s proof language; this is
challenging because we are looking for a logic that is
simultaneously: (a) flexible enough to allow freely mix-
ing automatic and manual proofs, (b) expressive enough
for practical verification, (c) sound, (d) simple to imple-
ment, (e) integrated with the rest of the F? language, in
particular with the effectful part;

2. strengthening the formal foundations of F?: (a) prov-
ing the soundness, normalization, and consistency for
increasingly large fragments of F?, and (b) formalizing
the complex SMT encoding used by F?;

3. working towards the self-certification of F?, in par-
ticular (a) applying F? to mechanizing parts of its own
metatheory and (b) to the lightweight verification of sim-
ple internal invariants of its own implementation, and (c)
devising a certifying SMT backend;

4. solving the engineering challenges of turning F? into
a usable proof assistant; most importantly devising an
Mtac-inspired [39] dependently-typed tactic language
that uses F? itself as the meta-language;

5. Dijkstra monads “for free”, i.e., deriving correct-by-
design, specification-level monads for efficient automatic
reasoning from expression-level monads;
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6. fully abstract extraction to ML, showing that pro-
grams that are written in a combination of ML and F?

are still secure, even if only the F? part is verified;

7. fictional purity, allowing some of the effects of a com-
putation to be hidden if they do not impact the observable
behavior of the computation;

8. producing counterexamples showing that a stated prop-
erty is actually wrong using SMT-based model finding
and property-based testing.

1 Design of F?’s proof language
The most important feature we want in new F? is freely mix-
ing classical proofs performed automatically by the SMT with
manually written constructive proofs. For this we added full
dependent types and tracking of effects, including a semantic
termination check, which allowed us to isolate a core lan-
guage of pure total functions for writing specifications and
proof terms. While this is a good foundation for devising
constructive proofs, well-known paradoxes from type theory
make it non-trivial to connect such proofs with the classical
proofs produced using the SMT solver. In particular, impred-
icative polymorphism (as in System Fω) does not soundly
compose with classical axioms and proof relevance [4]. More-
over, the size of inductive types has to be careful tracked since
otherwise one can directly encode Russell’s paradox.

In order to allow the seamless combination of automatic
SMT solving and constructive manual proofs we are currently
implementing a predicative system with an infinite hierar-
chy of universes like in Coq [37, 29], Lean [14], Agda [25],
or Nuprl [11]. To recover the full expressive power of an
impredicative system one alternative is introducing a new
impredicative kind Prop and use a Coq-like elimination re-
striction to prevent programs from observing proofs [37, 20].
Instead we are considering a more light-weight alternative, us-
ing squash types [24] à la Nuprl to isolate the classical proofs
produced by the SMT solver to a proof-irrelevant fragment.
While these ides seem appealing, the formal details still need
to be figured out, and a good student could help pushing this
forward more quickly.

2 Formal foundations of F?

While the metatheory of F? is still work in progress, we have
already formally studied two subsets of F? called µF?(micro-
F?) and pF? (pico-F?) [33]. For µF?, we prove partial cor-
rectness for the specifications of effectful computations via
a syntactic progress and preservation argument. While the
complete proofs are on paper, we have recently formalized
part of these proofs in F? itself [17]. µF? is already a complex
language in its own right that already presents a non-trivial
formalization challenge: the type system has around 100 rules
and features dependent types; type operators; subtyping; se-
mantic termination checking; a lattice of user-defined effects;
predicate transformers; user-defined heap models, and higher-
order state. For pF?, a much smaller pure fragment of µF?,
the author of this proposal has additionally proved (on pa-
per) weak normalization and logical consistency using logical
relations.

Unfortunately, our current proofs do not include the trou-
blesome features from the previous section. Extending the
µF? and pF?proofs to predicative polymorphism (universes)
and inductive types is thus of crucial importance for putting
the whole F? design on more solid formal foundations, and
could potentially impact the design process. Afterwards, we
would like to gradually extend pF?and its consistency proof
with all the features of µF?, and eventually all the features
of F? itself. This could potentially also push the limits of
the consistency proofs one can do using logical relations, or
require us to search for alternative proof techniques like re-
ducibility candidates or constructing full-fledged denotational
models.

Another interesting formalization target is the SMT encod-
ing used by F?. The soundness of F? crucially relies on an
encoding of its dependently-typed higher-order logic (HOL)
into simply-typed first-order logic (FOL). This encoding is
complex and optimized to strike a pragmatic balance between
completeness and efficiency. We believe that formalizing and
proving the soundness and maybe partial completeness of
this encoding could serve as inspiration for other SMT-based
verification tools such as Dafny [2] and could be a first step
towards bringing SMT support to proof assistants that do not
yet have any, such as Coq [37] and Lean [14]. While HOL to
FOL translations have been implemented and formalized in
the past [23, 27, 8], we are not aware of any formalization of
a practical translation of dependently-typed HOL to FOL.

Working out the metatheory of F? and of its logical encod-
ing are also necessary steps towards self-certification, which
is discussed below.

3 Towards the self-certification of F?

F? is implemented in F? and can bootstrap itself via F# or
OCaml. Our long-term goal is to use F? to verify a core F?

type-checker, while producing a Coq certificate [30] or some
other kind of evidence that is independently checkable with a
small TCB [12]. This would ensure that no wrong program
or proof is accepted as valid, a strong guarantee that would
eliminate the practical inconsistencies that regularly appear
in F? and even in much more established proof assistants
like Coq. While such a self-certification effort was already
performed for old F? [30], doing the same for the much more
expressive, current variant of F? is a big challenge. Moreover,
for the old self-certification effort the metatheory was done
in Coq and the verification effort was limited to producing
Coq certificates. For new F? we want to work out most of
the metatheory of F? in F? itself, as shown possible by the
formalization of the calculus of constructions in Coq [5]. Fi-
nally, we do not want to trust the SMT solver or the logical
encoding of F? for this certification process.

While this ambitious goal might be out of reach even for the
time-frame of a PhD, there are useful intermediate goals we
can aim for. First, we are already applying F? to mechanizing
parts of its own metatheory [17], and we would like to scale
these proofs up to larger F? fragments, by first eliminating
conceptual and practical limitations in the F? proof assistant
(as already discussed above). Second, we would like to apply
F? to the lightweight verification of simple internal invariants
of its own implementation, for instance showing that certain
kinds of “Unexpected Errors” can indeed not happen. Fi-
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nally, we would like to devise a certifying SMT backend that
produces independently checkable evidence for each logical
formula that F? encodes and sends to the SMT solver. This
would cover not just the SMT solver itself [3], but also the
implementation of F?’s logical encoding.

4 Making F? a usable proof assistant
Turning F? into an usable proof assistant raises many engi-
neering challenges we have to address, such as interactive
proof editing, proof goal visualization, typed-directed pro-
gramming, proof caching, SMT verification debugging, etc.
One particularly interesting and important task is designing
and implementing a tactic language for F?. We aim to take in-
spiration in the recently proposed Mtac language [39] for Coq
and devise a dependently-typed tactic language for F? that
uses F? itself as the meta-language. In fact, we believe that
F?’s efficient support for primitive effects such as state and ex-
ceptions make it a better base for implementing such a tactic
language. A new effect we would need to add to F? in order
to implement an Mtac-like tactic language is reflecting on the
syntax of F? expressions. This form of meta-programming is
of course very useful in its own right [28], beyond just tactics,
and we could try to not only verify meta-programs within F?,
but also the program produced by meta-programming.

5 Dijkstra monads for free
Dijkstra monads [35, 34] are the mechanism by which F?

efficiently computes verification conditions, generically for all
the effects of F?. While the verification condition generation
algorithm is generic, for each effect one needs to define the
operations used to combine weakest preconditions (return,
bind, and a dozen others). This is rather subtle, because
these operations are phrased in continuation-passing style
and are subject to significant (meta-level) proof obligations
in order to preserve the soundness of F?. Moreover, at the
moment Dijkstra monads only work for the primitive effects
of F? (basically the effects of ML), and we have no good
way of adding new user-specified effects. Finally, the weakest
precondition calculus is currently the only way by which one
can reason about impure code, which means that all proofs
about impure code have to be done intrinsically, when the
code is defined. Proving properties extrinsically, after the fact,
currently only works for pure code.

We are currently working to lift these limitations by auto-
matically deriving correct-by-design Dijkstra monads from
expression-level monads (e.g., from a direct implementation
of the state or error monad) via a continuation-passing style
translation. We will use logical relations to prove once and
for all, in F?, that this translation is correct, producing well-
defined Dijkstra monads. Moreover, the produced monads
will be arranged in a lattice structure, and the translation
will produce the lifts for going up in the lattice (layering
monads was previously studied by Filinski [15]). Finally,
the translation will produce “reify” and “reflect” operations
for translating between effectful computations and their pure
monadic encoding, enabling extrinsic reasoning, which is
crucial for instance for proving relational properties in a less
ad-hoc way [6]. We will experimentally evaluate our design
by deriving Dijkstra monads for the primitive effects of F? as

well as new effects such as non-determinism and probabilities.

6 Fully abstract extraction to ML
F? components can be extracted to OCaml and F# using a
backend based on Coq’s extraction algorithm [22]. Basically
F? types are erased to ML types and type coercions are in-
serted to convince the ML type system that the program is
well-typed. Provided this backend is correct, a complete F?

program should behave the same when extracted to ML, as it
did in F?. In reality, the situation is more complicated, since
F? programs often have parts written directly in ML (e.g.,
libraries), and the unverified ML can easily break the invari-
ants of the verified F?. The key to secure interoperability is
enforcing that ML and F? code interoperate via ML-typed
interfaces. Efficiently decidable properties can be turned into
contracts and checked dynamically, effectively extending the
set of interfaces at which ML and Coq can safely interoperate.
Formally, we will construct machine-checked proofs of full
abstraction [1] with respect to the F? semantics. This is much
stronger than just compiler correctness and ensures that no
ML attacker can do more harm to securely compiled programs
than a program in F? already could. The key to proving full
abstraction is that F? can express both pure and effectful com-
putations, so it can faithfully express ML interfaces, while
other proof assistants cannot [36].

7 Fictional purity
At the moment, effects in F? are syntactic: if any sub-
computation triggers a certain effect then the whole com-
putation is tainted with that effect. However, we would like to
be able to relax this when the effect of a computation is unob-
servable to its context. For example, consider computations
that use state locally for memoization, or those that handle all
exceptions that may be raised: it would be convenient to treat
such computations as pure. While there are some limits to
this (e.g., currently, termination in F? has to be proven intrin-
sically), we should be able to forget most effects, provided we
prove in F? that these effects do not matter. We would like to
use relational reasoning within F? to do these proofs. One ma-
jor semantic complication is hiding dynamic allocation, but
recent work by Benton et al. [7] uses proof-relevant logical
relations (i.e., setoids) for overcoming this.

8 Refuting properties
Providing useful feedback when semi-automatic verification
fails is notoriously difficult. At the moment, F? tags each part
of a proof obligation with a unique label that identifies the
source code location from where the part came. This way the
models produced by Z3 on a verification failure are used to
identify the code that could be responsible. While this works
reasonably well, simply identifying the code that could be
responsible for the failure is often not informative enough for
understanding the problem. Producing concrete counterex-
amples falsifying the property would be very useful in such
cases. Mapping Z3 models back to counterexamples is, how-
ever, challenging. For a start, we would need a way to reverse
the complex logical encoding of F? that is robust to wrong
models (for F?’s logical encoding Z3 often produces wrong
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models and not only when it times out). Then, we would need
to check that the produced counterexample is indeed correct,
which could itself involve additional Z3 queries. Alternatively,
we could use a different logical encoding that is not sound for
proving but that is guaranteed to produce correct counterex-
amples [10]. Finally, even if we have a counterexample for a
branch of a type derivation, the F? type-checker can backtrack,
so in the end we can end up with multiple counterexamples,
one for each type-checking branch. So we either need to find
a way to combine counterexamples or otherwise to display
the failed typing derivations to the user.

A completely different way to approach this problem is
to use property-based testing (PBT) [26] to find counterex-
amples. Previous experience [9] shows that PBT has com-
plementary strengths and weaknesses compared to SMT or
model finding techniques, so for the best outcomes one would
run all these tools in parallel. A separate document describes
integrating PBT in a proof assistant in detail.
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